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Abstract
Computers are still lab and class oriented but now as tablets and mobiles have an advanced technology, which is advancing day by
day. Computers can be used for learning beyond classroom through mobile devices which leads to a more practical and logical
learning. This is based on group learning which takes place through a mobile device. Most of the mobiles are based on android
technology and support collaborative learning. Collaborative learning using mobile devices can make users to learn the particular
subject or language through their mobile phones they can take test and result will be displayed after the test held, the notes and the
details of the user will be stored in the database where space will be taken in the cloud which is used to store the data, it focus on
collaborative learning and peer-review learning both are related concepts where they can share education resources and information
and feedback can be taken by the students and result will be displayed . Client server system is used to provide for all these feature.

Keywords: Mobile devices, qr-codes, peer-reviewed learning, educational resources, PDA’s(personal digital assistant),
wireless programming, encryption, Android Cloud to Device Messaging Framework, Cloud to device messaging server,
SDK, JDK, JVM, JPDA.
----------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
The learning technology which is used here is a group learning
method which takes place through a mobile device. It makes
use of wireless communication technology. Here students can
grasp the concepts and learn the concepts through mobile
device, by interacting with each other and also with the
professors, and for this android technology can be used.
According to Thomas [2], data is conceptualized in such
learning and follows miniaturization and convenience of
portable computing learners follow content and context in an
authentic learning environment rather than simple
transmission of context in classroom can be carried out
through qr-codes, augmented reality and connecting multiple
context.
Cloud used with android is very helpful as an application
developed using android can be launched in cloud and these
apps and services can be accessed using cloud computation.
Cloud supports on demand computing i.e. users can access
supercomputing level using other access point like i phone,
BB etc whenever needed. This computing is discussed [7],
Alexander. Client server module is used here the cloud
providers create application interface so that software
developers create client application to access various
functions.

Collaborative learning assistance is a collaborative usage and
frame work where the users can access and learn the course
studies anywhere and at any location as compared to the
classroom and lab studies which are carried out at a given time
which depends on the availability of respective faculties and
also a schedule given by the university has to be followed
which is restrictive and time bound. So, the learning can be
more extensive and interactive using learning assistance the
user whenever free can access the learning assistant and reach
the faculty through notes and chats, media files can also be
exchanged among the students and faculties they can access
the faculties according to the course irrespective of time and
location. It aims at:

Collaborative learning.

Organizing resources and activities.

Peer-reviewed learning.

Auto evaluation.

Sharing educational resources t8vdx9

2. COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
Collaborative learning through android application using
mobile devices is developed in such a way that student who all
are interested can learn particular subject by enrolling
themselves into the application. Where faculties are also
enrolled to the particular department staffs can upload the files
in the database form where students can download and learn.
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Student can discuss among themselves through chat option
where group and individual chat can be done this can be
viewed by staff also and all these data will be stored in the
cloud and user can retrieve it, cloud has to provide services
for user to retrieve the data from the database which is stored
in cloud.
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different resources the server has to provide response for the
requested user based on the priority, for very high load of data
to transfer use clusters [12] where different nodes are
connected in network to store data, used in this education app.
For handling huge data application uses multiple purposes for
downloads and uploads these are handled by the server.

3. ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM
4. EXISTING SYSTEM
Very few mobile learning languages app are designed from
2001. Stanford learning lab provides development in mobile
language learning by using personal digital assistant such that
they are very simple applications like vocabulary learning and
simple quiz held in text format.

Fig-1: Client-cloud-Server

3.1 Client
Clients will be student and staff where students staffs needs to
enroll in the application where administrator have authority of
adding students and staff and also deleting all the clients
information is stored under cloud here using godadi cloud
space to store the data and the clients information. They can
access cloud through protocol and students can download the
data from the database staff can upload the files to the
database where students can retrieve data from the database.

3.2 Server
Server refer to the admin, admin can add both students and
staffs and the department as well, and delete them if it is not
needed all these authorities is only for the server this will
convey request from the client to the server which is stored in
the cloud, admin have direct access to the database. It involves
the server’s database system which allows centralized client
server architecture.
Larger files, Google blob store is used supports for the larger
files, use app-engine server to store large loaded data for
reducing server load. In future implementation it can also
consider cloud SQL by Google as addition storage option.

3.3 HTTP Protocol
The server sends the response for the user, who made request
to the particular file which has saved in the database this
activity to exist protocol is used which is called hypertext
transfer protocol where the file can be transferred from the
database or to open particular page in the site need access this
job done by hypertext transfer protocol, the centralized
database’s use to store data and receiving of information from
the server(database), as multiple clients request same or

Though it is designed for simple learning methods through
mobiles, it covers simple methods app like text based learning
and quiz the next is to improve foe the higher level of learning
including complex language and other levels of learning
where students may learn different techniques and knowledge
without attending classes and lab conducted in normal
education field.

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Advance in mobile learning techniques (m-learning) led to
develop an application for education through mobiles in very
diverse range of fields, here it is designed an application
where the students can learn a particular subject in the
database where the admin provided and staff can upload the
material in the database this material can be downloaded by
the students and they can learn from it the downloaded data
will be saved in the file location mentioned before the test can
be conducted and result displayed for the test, wide range of
changes had made compared to the before application and the
cloud is used to store the data in the server. It has been argued
that new mobile technologies allow for learning programs to
be developed by comparison to traditional learning are more
secured, learner-centered, situated, collaborative, and lifelong.
An additional advantage often overlooked particularly for
mobile phones is that there is a natural existence for phones to
speak into and listen from (i.e. audio interaction). Applications
that involve speaking and listening may actually be better
suited to mobile phones than the PC environment.

6. LITERATURE SURVEY
As discussed Alexander [7] is a combination of connections
and servers. It allows users to run and host web applications
on Google infrastructure. The application environment
supports dynamic web serving. It is also supports storage
querying, sorting and transferring of data and authentication
user this makes it easy to use and free to get started.
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Case Study

7. SECURE CONNECTIVITY

According to, L Dyson,, E. Lawrence [4] case studies were
conducted in a university.

As security was a main issue as students could access mails
and media transfer was also supported to secure transmission
of data need of encryption so according to ref[10] William J,
encryption method is used on the client side and similarly
decryption was used at server side. There were many options,
included in this to secure the data.

6.1 Case Study 1:
Field work which was supported by a mobile device for 1st
year, 1st semester subject for IT & business studies 340
students in 1st semester.
st

1 Trial: Personal digital assistant given to each student team.
Problem: They faced the problem of poor usability the
distribution of personal digital assistant needed to be tracked
to ensure they were not stolen. Cost of personal digital
assistant was an overhead expense.
2nd Trial: Students used their own devices.
Problem: When student were given their own devices number
of students could not be accounted and students were not sure
about data to collect and use over developer or download or
share data.
Final: Instructions about data and usage were given then
securing the data i.e. photos, record taken was a problem.

6.2 Case Study 2:
Here operation and mobile interaction is discussed, where the
student A is activates discussion through a doubt or a query,
this is viewed by another student B who adds his/her view
points. The C student collects responses and results of
interaction are displayed to B. Where it is their choice to
interact. And professor can also access the student doubt or a
query and he can respond to the student requests by uploading
the data in the database.

Case Study 3:
Here mobile technology is used to learn, this study done on
students at the end of 1st semester and students use personal
digital assistant, 25 student are enrolled in a subject and 11 use
personal digital assistant among them. So the conclusion taken
from the students was as follows:
Out of 11, 9 students supported that personal digital assistant
were better for wireless programming as they found it easy to
interact and carryout the program logically.
Concluding about the use of personal digital assistant
theoretical understanding then out of 11, 6 agreed for the use
of personal digital assistant in theoretical learning as they
understood theoretical concepts better through mobile devices.
The last survey was done on the issue whether personal digital
assistant were really use full outside the classroom for which
8 students out of 11 agreed that personal digital assistant were
helpful even outside the premises of location and time.

Advance encryption standard was also used to secure large
media files for transmission across client server to avoid
unwanted access and unwanted modification of data.
Use of encryption added the advantage of optimization of data
even if bulk data needed to be encrypted and sent it would not
hamper the performance.
And this generated a high throughput and how response
latency to enhance and segregate the load a 3rd party [8]
(Android Cloud to Device Messaging Framework) app server
is used to send height weight message to android app and this
app uses an existing connection of Google.
The architecture here consisted of the following components:

Mobile device

3rd party application server

Cloud to device messaging server
Which also included storage and the load was not only on one
server but distributed.
The credentials used in this architecture was:

Sender ID

Application ID

Registration ID

Google user A/C

Sender account token

8. CLUSTER GRID
The “collaborator” which is a research base with multiple
users for high performance computing. This was designed as
communication path b/w universities using national n/w
infrastructure for education and research. This gave million of
a cluster.
Cluster responsibility changing as new machines evolve and
are heterogeneous. 4 platforms are available on cluster:

Intel X 86 Linux

Intel X 86-64 Linux

Sun SPARC Solaris

Sun Intel X 86-64 Solaris
The processors available in cluster are:

Intel xeon Processor- Ave quickest

Advance Micro Device with real world workloads
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IBM cell broadband engine:
Singles and double precision floating point.

9. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Existing System
The existing system uses android software development kit
where all the levels of API have to be updated but uses the
19th level of API.
1. Install the Software Development Kit starter package,
both windows and mac have different packages.
2. Install the Abstract Data Type Plug in for Eclipse.
3. Add Android platforms and other components to
Software Development Kit.
Download Java Development Tool kit: The Java Development
Tools project provides the tool plug-ins that implements a Java
Integrated Drive Electronics supporting the development of
any Java application includes Eclipse plugins. It adds a Java
project nature and Java perspective to the Eclipse Workbench,
views, editors, and code merging. The Java Development
Tools project allows Eclipse to be a development environment
for itself. Features include:

Java projects with source files which is arranged in
packages

Editing with keyword and syntax coloring, outline
showing declaration structure

Search

Compare

Compile JCK compliant Java compiler

Run Java programs in a separate JVM

Debug programs with JPDA

Create an Android Emulator Device
The Android tools include an emulator, the emulator similar to
the android page which displayed in mobile devices, in most
cases and allows testing application without having a real
device. Emulate one or several devices with different
configurations where each configuration is defined via an
"Android Virtual Device".
Proposed System works as follows:

Input
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Organise  Department (add and remove)
Students (add and remove)
Staffs (add and remove)
Password (change)
Students  Notes (can be downloaded)
Online test (can be taken)
Chat (group or individual)
Password (change)
Staff  Blog (can upload the file)
Notes (can be downloaded)
Chat (group or individual)
Password (change)

Output
Online test (taken by the students)
Chat (individual chats or group chats which includes students
and faculty from any location)

Software Requirements






Operating System : Android
Package
: Java Development Kit 1.5 and above
Software
: Eclipse Juno
Language
: ANDROID SDK
Documentation
: Ms-Office

Hardware Requirements







CPU type
:
Clock speed
Ram size
:
Hard disk capacity :
Monitor type
Mobile

Intel Pentium 4
: 3.0 GHz
512 MB
40 GB
: 15 Inch monitor
: ANDROID MOBILE

10. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The learning is objective which is not always supportive. New
teaching approaches can be added project based learning can
be initiated here.
A new system can be developed where lectures uses the
system to engage student material throughout a lecturer, and
even students can upload their own notes and questions to
entire class available.
Cloud space can enhance so that more data can be stored in
the system, more than one subject can be added in each of the
department, and that data can be stored in cloud and media
transmission be included like video chat among the students
and also staff can clear student’s doubts so far txt message’s
among students and staff is designed if cloud space is more it
can store many message’s and data.

Fig-2:Staff-Organise-Student
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11. CONCLUSIONS

BIOGRAPHIES

Cloud computing is evolving and advancing it is also having
an advantage in terms of cost efficiency and environment. It
allows to occupy space for storing database which includes
student and staff personal information and the course details
and other course related data. Where it provide services for
accepting or delivering data from database to the particular
user
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Collaborative learning ability of making judgment and
problem solving. Students here immediately get to know about
the correctness of the answer, which is very useful and time
managing. Here online transaction processing systems are
implemented to improve the speed of performance which is
increased in hardware devices.
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